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President's

•

Message
T. C. CALHOUN

T. C. CALHOUN

Teaching is more challenging today than it was yesterday, and it will be
more challenging tomorrow than it is now.
We move faster nowadays, ideas change rapidly, science is mor,e technically advanced, jobs are more exacting, and the emotional strain of being
an average human being is greater than ever before. This is the age of change ;
it is the era of specialization.
And now it befalls the lot of' those in the teaching profession to become more specialized too. They must be experts in their field of teaching,
they must continually learn more about human nature and teaching methods,
they must work in advance of the times in molding youth to meet social and
economic demands. A teacher must be all these things, and even more.
In evaluation, the teacher must conduct a personal survey to determine
if his or •h er educational philosophy is, broad enough, and if he or she is
properly equipped to teach children in this age of technology.
Generally speaking, an immediate step forward would be to improve
communication and cooperation among teachers. We should come together
in a more liberal exchange of ideas in order to help one another. We cannot
continue to work as individuals and prosper. No longer can we generalize
in our educational approach; we must aim at something specific. The graduating boy or girl must be a specialist, well equipped with special skills that
will help him or her fit into the' new world.
Ask yourself these questions : "Is my educational background and educational philosophy board enough and adaptable enough to meet the challenge of the times? Do I see what the future holds, and am I equipped to
teach our young men and women what they must know to prepare for it?"
My advice is that you work continually to improve your knowledge and
teaching techniques. Of course, our goal is to do! better personally and collectivdy. We are witnessi'1g at the present time a move to bring about equal
rights for all :mankind- educational, civil, employment opportunity-and
it must be coupled with the development of a mutual regard for the
brotherhood of man.
To be successful in this new age, !:he tead1er must not only master the
tools of his trade and constantly improve his knowledge, he must de-velop
emotional warmth, personal interest in others and a helpful attitude toward
others.
If you are concerned over broadening your philosophy in becoming a
better teacher, don't miss the "Meet the Experts" mid-day session on Friday,
Oct. 25, and the Oct. 26 Saturday morning symposium with nationally known
educators participating.
Let me close with this thought expressed many years ago by John Dewey,
" I believe that the only true education comes through the stimulation of
the ch ild's powers by the demands of the social situation in which he finds
himself. Through these demands he is stimulated to act as a member' of a
unity, to emerge from his original narrowness of action and feeling, and
to conceive of himself from the standpoint of the welfare of the group to
whii:h he belongs."
4

DR. J. J. SEABROOK, President
Huston-Tillotson College
Welcomes 79th Convention

Tentative Convention Schedule
Thursday, October 24
4:00 P.M. -Executive Committee
Meeting
6:00 P.M. -Meeting of Convention
Delegates
8:00 P.M. -Public Program
Friday, October 25
8:00 A.M.-Department of Classroom Teachers, Annual
Meeting
I0:00 A.M.-First General Assembly
-Open hearings on
proposals to be considered by the Delegate Assembly
11 :30 A.M.-Meetings of Special
Interest Groups
I :30 P.M. -Second General Assembly President' s
Message
3:30 .P.M. -Delegate Assembly &
Committee Reports
5:30 P.M. -Banquet, Sponsored by

OCT
8:00 P.M. -Special Entertainmen r,
TSAT
9:30 ...P.M. -Social, Local Group
Saturday, October 26
8:00 A.M.-Executive Committee
Meeting
I0:00 A.M.-Fourth General Assembly - Symposium on
topic of the day
12:30 P.M. -Adjournment
Special Interest Groups
I. Programme...: Instruction.
2. Ungraded Elementary Schools.
3. lnstructionai Media: TV and teach ing machines.
4. Federal and State Legislation affecting education--teacher competence
5. What research says about effective teaching automation and the
technological revolution.
6. Drop-outs and out-of-work teenagers, sense and non-sense of
homework , Physical Fitness.
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Welcome Teachers State Association of Texas

•

GOVERNOR JOHN CONNALLY

Dr. Vernon McDaniel
Executive Secretary
Teachers State Association of Texas
Dear Dr. McDaniel:

It is a privilege to extend to you and each of the
members of the Teachers State Association of Texas
my personal and official greetings on the occasion of
your 79th Annual Convention.
Your organization has contributed immeasurably to
the vital progress of education in our State. I commend
you on your history of service, and shar,e your enthusiasm and concern for the future of our young people.
Best wishes for a fruitful and enjoyable convention.

MAYOR LESTER PALMER

September 4, 1963
Teachers State Association of Texas
On behalf of the citizens of Austin, the Capital City
of Texas, I wish to extend a very hearty and sincere
welcome to all members of the Teachers State Association of Texas.
The City Officials and myself are delighted that you
are having your Annual Convention in our city on
October 24, 25 and 26. We know you will find the
residents and merchants of Austin both friendly and
hospitable, and we hope you will find time during part
of your leisure hours to get acquainted with some of
them.
We look forward with much pleasure and interest to
your 79th Annual Convention and your visit in Austin.
Sincerely,
CITY OF AUSTIN

Sincerely yours,
John Connally

Lester E. Palmer
Mayor

SEVENTY-NINTH ANNUAL TSAT CONVENTION
WILL BE IN SESSION IN AUSTIN
OCTOBER 24-26, 1963
Friday Sessions will be Held at Huston-Tillotson College
Saturday Session will be Held in Municipal Auditorium
SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1963
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Speakers
at the

TS,AT
Convention
DR. OLE SAND

DR. HAROLD SPEARS

After two years' work directing
the National Education Association's
Project on the Instructional Program
of the Public Schools, Ole Sand resig ned from hi s position as profesor of education at Wayne State
University to accept a permanent
ap pointment with the NEA in the
field of instruction.
Dr. Sand has been on research
leave from his post at Wayne State.
Th e special project on instruction
which Dr. Sand headed has involved
hundreds of teachers, school administrators, college professors, and
oth er interested citizens in arriving
at a concensus upon two issues of
maj or concern for education in the
1960's-deciding what to teach in
elementary and seconda ry schools,
and how the schools shou ld plan and
orga nize for teaching.
Th ere have been several preliminary reports from the project leading up to four major publications
now in preparation and scheduled
for release in September 1963. The
major publi cations have been titled
Schools f or the Sixties: A Report of
the N EA Project on Instmction; Deciding What to T each; Ed!tcation in
a Changing Society ; and Planning and
Organizing f or Teaching. All volumes
will be published during this academic
year.
Dr. Sand had been professor of
edu cation at Wayne State U nive rsity
for 14 years.
He has worked closely with
everal national prominent p rofessional organizations, such as the Nation al Society for the Study of Edu(Co ntinued on Page 30)

Dr. Harold Spears has been superintendent of the San Francisco Public Schools since July 1, 1955. Prior
to that time he was assistant superintendent in charge of the elementary schools for seven years, and
curriculum coordinator for a year.
His experience has included positions at all school lev-els-elementary, high school, and college.
For five years, 1956 through 1960,
he attended in Paris France the
annual meeting of the UNESCO International Advisory Committee on
the School Curriculum on which he
was the United States' representative
and chairman of the committee.
Some years ago, Dr. Spears was
head of a party of American educators sent by the United States Government to act as advisors to the
Chilean Ministry of Education on
curriculum reforms in Chile.
Dr. Spears has written a number
of books for teachers and admini strators.
He js active in national curriculum
reform as well as state and local.
He h as recently Seen elected vice
president of the American Association of School Administrators.
National activities include: Board
of Directors, the Center for Applied
Research in Education ; Advisory
Board, Scholastic Publications; and
Board of Directors, Joint Council on
Economic Education.
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DR. IRBY B. CARRUTH
Superintendent of Schools

Austin Independent Schools

DR. J. W. EDGAR
Commissioner of Education
Texas Education Agency
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NEA Takes Liberal Stand
At the 101st annual meeting of the National Education Association at D etroit June 30-July 5, liberal views
predominated in actions of the Representative Assembly.
The major issues considered were: (1) federal aid to
education, (2) civil rights legislation, (3) sanction request of the Utah Teachers, (4) open membership in
local and state affiliates and ( 5) elimination of dual
associations in those states which practice separation of
the races in public -education.

Federal Aid to Education
The resolutions outlining NEA's policy with respect
to federal aid allowed for support of church related
schools. This provision was a departure from the previous stand which restrict,ed federal aid to public schools
exclusively.
As explained by NEA staff members who are responsible for lobbying activities, some sort of compromise
must be worked out with church leaders in order that
mor•e support can be secured for public schools. A compromise provision was included in the resolution to provide for " judicial review" of all federal aid programs.
The liberal provision of the federal aid bill met strong
opposition. Opponents, however,, could not attract suffici-ent support to offset the gain in liberal strength among
the delegates.
The Texas delegation, including TSAT and TSTA,
favored the amendment restricting federal aid to public
schools exclusively.

Civil Rights Legislation
Adoption of a r•ecommendation in support of President Kennedy's civil rights legislation was an upset victory for the liberal delegates. Those who heard the
recommendation when it was presented to the Resolutions Committee in an open hearing gave no serious
consideration to the announcement that the recommendation would be presented in the First Business Session,
when new business was considered.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY of the NEA Convention in Detroit June
30-July 5 seated almost 25,000 persons, including 6,000 delegate s.
The convention featured a host of authoritative speakers.

Though only a partial victory for the liberals, the
actions on sanction indi cated that, henceforth, state and
local school officials will be required to acce pt sanctions
as the Teacher's answer to statements in negotiations or
arbitration.

Open Membership in Local and State Affiliates
!he Board of Directors received approval for a plan to
unify local and state affiliates in those states where two
associations are in operation. This proposal represents
ascendency of liberals on the Board of Directors at least
it reflected the influence of liberal tendency up~n mem:
bers of the board.
As outlined in the Board of Directors' plan, NEA will
provide "consulative committees'' and other help for
those local or state associations seeking ways and means
of organizing single affiliates. The plan is intended to
facilitate desegregation of local and state associations.

As outlined in the recommendation the National Education Association will give every possible support to
the campaign for enactment of President Kennedy's civil
rights legislation plan, including lobbying to forestall
an expected filibuster by senators from the Deep South.
Support of the proposed legislation on civil rights
is a radical departur-e from conservative actions which
characterized NEA Representative Assembli es in recent
years. This support of the liberal position marked the
trend of actions throughout the 101st NEA Convention.

Action on Sanction Request
The liberals fell short of their request for sanctions
against the State\. of Utah. Following extended debate,
the Representative Assembly: (1) authorized a loan fund
of $900,000; and (2) empowered the Executive Committee with authority to invoke sanctions as it deemed
necessary following the outcome of negotiations between
Utah teachers and state officials.

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1963

TSAT OFFICERS pose with NEA President Elect Wyatt during the
week-long meeting. They are (I to r) K. E. Traver, Beaumont,
member of the TSAT executive committee; President Wyatt; T. C.
Calhoun, president of TSAT and Vernon McDaniel , executive
secretary of TSAT.
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Revolution and Co-revolution

I

by Earl M. Lewis
Cha irma n, Departm ent of Political Scie nce

T here is some ,evidence that a virtual revolution involvi ng the promotion of academic excellence in American educati on is in progress at many points throughout
the count ry.
In view of th is genuine and growing concern about
the promotion of excellence in our schools, the discussi on here will focus on two matters: ( 1) two of the
major obstructions to the effective spread of that
revolution to public schools attended primarily by
Negro youth; and ( 2) a general indication of what I
believe public schools attended pri marily by Negro
youth must do befor e any significant and productive
intensification of the pursuit of exceUence in these
chools is possi ble.
In short, we shall be concerned here with the principal barriers to the p romotion of excellence in our
schools and what appears to be a most promising line
of attack on these barriers. It is difficult for me to conceive of a more timely and impo rtant subject of concern
fo r Negro educato rs he re in the sixth decade of the
20th century.
Any discussio n of th is subj ect should be frank, realistic constructive and respectful. As a Negro educator
working at the college levd, I do not enter into any discussio n of the pu rsui t of excellence with clean hands.
We are failing in too many areas in most of our colleges
and unive rsities fo r any collegiat•e educator to talk down
to anyon e. T he ai m here is to p roject a constructive discussi on of a problem of special and immediate concern
to all of us who are making a living out of the business
of developing the minds of N egro boys and girls.
Since W orld War II, the increasingly intense competiti on between the Communist and non-Communist
wo rl ds has had a profound affect on American education generall y and publ ic education particularly. So
great has been the impact on Ameri can public education
of the clash on the international scene of the two great
world powers that a revolution i nvolving the achievement of higher sta nda rds of excellence in the education
of our young people has been p recipitated.
The revoluti on to whi ch I refer has not occurred in
every school dist rict in the count ry, and I do not expect that it will. But where is h as occurred it has meant
at least two things . It has meant a change in the pattern
of priorities among the obj ectives of American public
•education. Un til too recently, the three main objectives
of publ ic sch ool education in Ameri ca appeared to be:
citizenship training, socialization of the child, and academic development. The revo lution to which I refer
means that in an increasi ng number of school districts,
8
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the ranking of these objectiv,es on the basis of their
importance has changed decidedly. An increasing number of school boards have begun to emphasize excellence
in the intellectual development of all their pupils, making this the primary concern of their educational program. The second aspect of this revolution involves
the seriousness, energy, and imagination with which
many school boards, administrators, and teachers are
applying themselves in an effort to improve the intellectual capability of their pupils.
It is not difficult to account for the revolution that
I believe I detect on the American educational horizon.
Americans are compelled to stop coddling and entertaining young people in the public schools under the guise
of educating them. This compulsion, stated simply,
comes to this, that we must educate our young people
better in the future than we have in the past if our
society, as we know it, is to survive.

Secondly, we are compelled to pursue excellence in
our school if we are to meet the requirements of economic stability and progress. Our industrial system requires a larger number of highly trained , well-educated
managers, engineers, t•echnicians, and scientists to discover new processes, markets, goods, and services without which we cannot raise our stand ard of living.
On the other hand, our industrial system requires
that the masses of people in our society get at least that
quantity of education which will incite in them as consumers appetites for the sophisticated products of an
expanding economy. Many studies have shown a direct
relationship between the level of economic life of a
community and the quality of its schools.
One of the principal factors in the location of the
space laboratory at Houston was the quantity of the
facilities in higher education in the Houston area. The
coming of the Space Program has already accele rated
economic growth greatly. New industries, new jobs,
generally improved economic conditions have resulted.
More is likely as the program gains momentum. The
point here is that we are obliged to produce better educated Americans to produce more and consume more if
we are not to stagnate and ultimately deteriorate economically. The role of the schools is critical in developing the quantity and quality of brain power that is the
indispensable fertilizer for our future economic growth.
Finally, special conc,e rn for excellence in our schools is
caused by a somewhat faint but growing awareness of the
fact that only a well educated American citizenry with
adequate interest, intelligenc,e and information can operate a democratic system of government and maintain a
free society under contemporary stresses and strains.
Jefferson was typically unanswerable when he said that

TEXAS STANDARD

•

"A nation that expects to be ignorant and free, expects
what never was and never will be." And so we need
excellence in our schools in order to enrich and retain
our democratic institutions, to produce and consume at
higher economic levels, and to contribute to the survival
of our society in its struggle against Communist imperialism.
Unless the education of Negro youth involves the
unfettered pursuit of intellectual excellence, we shall
not prepare our young so that they may share in the
rewards that will flow from the conquest of the great
challenges that confront our society. If Negro Americans, for any reason, lack the capacity to contribute to
the progress of our society at every level they will not,
as Americans or as individuals, drink deeply from the
cup of American opportunity, challenge, and self-realization. They will become and remain artificial Americans who are unable to take advantage of the fast
breaking opportunities in a progr-essively integrated and
free society. Such an American will not be able to carry
his share of the load or reap his share of the rewards
in our society if a unique "co-revolution" within our
schools involving the -effective pursuit of academic excellence does not set in and set in soon.

•

•

If Negro education operates on a business-as-usual
basis at the public school level, or at any level for that
matter, while much of the main stream of American
education is quickening the pace with which it is widening and deepening its achievement of excellence, I am
conv.inced that the doors of1 opportunity will continue
to be opened on every hand with only an occasional
entrance by a lonely though qualified Negro American.

(I

Most Negro educators can accurately identify many
fore-es at work in our schools and communities which
subvert the maximum educational development of our
young people. I believe that one of the most important
barriers to the -effective educational development of
Negro youth in our public schools as well as in our colleges is the absence of a personal and professional commitment to excellence on the part of a sufficient number
of teachers, administrators, and students involved in these
schools. Too many of our teachers and students have
been products of educational processes in which the
commitment to excellence was often honored as much
in the breach as in the observance. The result has often
be·en a failure on the part of some of us to understand
and fully appreciate the nature, social role, and importance of intellectual excellence' in a free society, or in
any society for that matter. Even where these things
are understood in many individual cases, there has been
a conspicious absence of widespread personal commitment to the pursuit of e xcellence as an end in itself. The
principle explanation of this state of affairs, I believe,
is the fact that too often the ind.ividual teacher's commitment to and pursuit of excellenc•e has frequently
had too little to do with hisl employment, promotion,
remuneration and job security in schools attended primarily by Negro youth.
In public edu~ation throughout America, generally
for many decades, the day to day intensive pursuit. of
intellectual excellence has been of subordinate importance to other concerns. In most public schools of the
South attended primarily by Negro youth, it seems clear
that the cultivation of intellectual excellence in pupils

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1963

as an end in itself has occurred even more infrequently,
with little persistency and less imagination. It has always
seemed to me that Professor E. Franklin Frazier's basic
indictment of Negro educators in Black Bourgeoisie is
essentially sound.
In too many cases, school boards and superintendents
have not promoted or expected, let alone required, excdlence of Negro school personnel. In many cases the
pursuit of excellence in our school has been opposed
by boards and administrators who would have served
their communities and their country better if they had
assiduously promoted the maxim~m academic development of all the boys and girls for whom they were
responsible.
In a context where excellence has not been ex pe~ed
of the Negro academician in many situations, and where
the Negro academician has not gene rally expected excellence of himself, it is hardly surprising that excellence has not been consistently expected and required
of our youth. Its achievement in our schools, therefore,
has been the exception rather than the rule. I respectfully submit then, that if we are to share in the current
incipient but important revolution in thinking about
excellence in public education, we must ,e ffect a "corevolution'' in our own individual attitudes and practices respecting intellectual achievement in our schools.
A second factor that seriously obstructs the achievement of excellence in our schools is the belief in the
inherent inferiority of Negroes which is widely held
in the South, though it is a belief whi ch is by no means
confined to this region. To assume that this view does
not exist or is unimportant is not only intellectually
dishonest but it is the very negation of any constructive
approach to the maximum development of Negro students in the South or elsewhere. It is my contention here
that the doctrine of the native intellectual incapacity of
Negro boys and girls has served as both rationalization
and justification for policies and practices effecting Negro
boys and girls .in our schools which have defeated rather
than fostered their best education.
In spite of overwhelming scientific evidence to the
contrary, the quantity of published materials purporting to demonstrate the inhere nt intellectual deficiency
of Negroes has .increased substantially in recent years.
While none of it has succeeded in proving its hypothesis,
much of it is being absorbed on the American scene
and is a factor in the assumptions about the mental
characteristics of the Negro American. I refer to the
more apparently rational of the materials that have been
published. Examples of which are the views published
by the former president' of the American Psychological
Association, Henry E. Garrett; and the intensive study
of the test performances by Negroes, The Testing of
Negro Intelligence by Audrey Shuey. Some persons
would include Dr. Wesley George's The Biology of the
Race Problem and Carleton Putnam's Race and Reason.
While it is true that there are many scientific studies
which do not support the theory of the inherent inferiority of Negroes, it is also true that several scientific surveys confirm that popular views as to the American Negro's alleged mental limitations are widely held.
One survey of lower federal judges disclosed that
more than half of the responding judges in the South
(Continued on page 24)
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By ADRIAN B. du PLESSIS

In 1951 there were four independent countries on the African continent.
Three of these, all in the north, were
ruled by indigenous peoples, (Ethiopia, Liberia, Egypt), and one, in
the extreme south, (the Union of
South Africa), was ruled by a white
minority government. Today this same
continent has 33 votes in the United
Nations General Assembly-the largest bloc of votes in the world body !
How did this startling change come
about? Why? Who are the leaders?
Where were they trained ? Who is
going to win the new "Scramble for
Africa"? Did you know that some of
today's leading French language poets
are French-speaking Africans? That
some of the African leaders are academicians and authors with international reputations? That everything
the West has tried to achieve in Africa
will be at stake in the next few years
when the anti-colonial struggle in
Southern Africa reaches its peak?
We still see Africa as the "Dark
Continent" - the land of Kipling,
Hemingway's hunting trips, and, lately, Bob Hope's "Call Me Bwana." If
we teachers retain this image, will it
ever be possible for us to convey to
our students the significance of the
fact that overnight 29 countries and
almost 200 million people have become independent? Never before in
the history of the world has anything
comparable happened. Do you know
enough about this revolution to teach
about it?
What does the tourist meet when
he lands in Africa? Is the Africa of
the novels gone? The answer is ob10

vious-of course it has not gonebut it is e9ually obvious that it is
rapidly· going. If you step off your
plane in any one of a dozen African
capitals you will see much of old
Africa, the type of thing that all the
guide books told you to expect-the
gaily dressed Ghanaian women, a dignified Nigerian in his white robes, or
perhaps a Kikuyu in full war paint
on his first visit to Nairobi dressed
as his forbears have dressed for the
last 20 centuries.
If you are a student of Africa, or
have read some of the rapidly improving studies that are being done
on this continent and its peoples, you
will realize, that this is only the surface-if you take the trouble to look
deeper you will find that you are in
a society-a civilization-that is undergoing a process of social change more
rapid than any other in the world.
Here change in social structure is not
being measured in centuries or even
in decades ; the Ghana, Nigeria, Chad,
or Upper Volta of 1963 cannot be
descril::ed in the same terms as they
were eight or nine years ago, if indeed they even existed as well-defined
political units then.
People, whose parents may still be
living inremote villages in the depths
of Africa, are today living in the suburbs of Accra, Nairobi and Der-es-

Salaam, listening to Mozart, reading
Salinger, and writing to the New York
Times. This is perhaps the hardest adjustment for us to make in our thinking about this continent, as we have
to throw off the old vocabulary and
start thinking in different terms when
we speak of the new classes that are
rapidly emerging in African society
today.
The gin-and-tea-sipping colonial officer is gone, together with his long
white socks, white shorts and pith
helmet. In his stead one may find a
30-year old African, speaking in clipped Oxford English, or the French
of the Sorbonne, or perhaps wearing
a Howard University graduation ring,
responsible for the administration of
50,000 miles of his native land.
Together with this change in administration, has gone a great change
in the role of the traditional rulers,
and resultant changes in the very fabric of the society itself. Perhaps this
is the most lasting impression that the
intelligent observer takes away with
him when he leaves: the impression
that he has been privileged to see a
great continent awakening, shaking
off centuries of darkness and 80 years
of colonial paternalism, and taking its
vigorous place in the community of
nations, as an equal. Nobody who has
had the experience of meeting with

The author, Adrian B. du Plessis, 23 years old, has j,ust completed
a year at Stanford Un;versity, California, doing African area studiH.
A South African citizen by birth, he has traveled widely in Southern
Africa, and hopes to make a career as a .foreign correspondent in Africa.
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any of the young generation of African leaders can have failed to be impressed by the dedication, enthusiasm
and boundless optimism with which
they are a~proaching the staggering
~asks .that he before any society that
1s trying to advance to modernity almost overnight.
Newcomers to Africa are often
heard to exclaim "Why, it is not all
the same." Of course it is not all the
same, yet even today, people think
of the whole of Africa as being jungle,
tom toms, and hot steamy rivers. Who
but the uninitiated could possibly expect a land mass, 4,000 miles wide,
almost 5,000 miles long, extending
from 3 5° south latitude to 3 5 ° north
latitude, peopled by 235,000,000 individuals of diverse origins, speaking
600 different languages, to be ".
all the same?"
No matter where one travels in
Africa, one is continually struck with
the regional differences. From the
Hemingway hunting g r o u n d s of
Kenya, with the finest game country
in the world, brooded over by Mount
Kilimanjaro; to Ethiopia, one of the
oldest Christian countries in the world.
settled centuries before Christ by peo:
pie of Semitic ancestry; or the Sudan,
with . its English colonial heritage
superimposed upon the ancient Moslem
society. Egypt, with its 5,000 years of
recorded history, and Chad, with its
French colonial heritage and perhaps
80 years of recorded history, all remind the observer that Africa is indeed the land of great contrasts.
American tourists are at last becoming aware that it is possible to
travel in Africa in comfort and complete safety. A pith helmet and mosquito netting are no longer essential
items in th~ tourist's baggage. One of
the best tours now offered for the
American who wishes to see Africa is
r~n under the sponsorship of the National Education Association. This
tour, lead by a qualified educator who
is also a specialist in African studies
is designed to introduce teachers t~
the new Africa and covers sufficient
territory to enable the regional differences to emerge clearly. For the teacher ~ho wi~hes to combine an exciting
hol~day with a valuable learning experience ( for which academic credit
can be obtained), there can be no better . way of meeting 20th Century
Africa. Information about this tour
is available from the Division of Edu-
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cational Travel, NEA, 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D. C.
Other sources of authorititive information are the organizations that
distribute i n formative literature.
Among these are: American Committee on Africa, 801 Second Avenue
New York; American Society of Afri:
can Culture, 15 East 40th Street, New
York; African-American Institute, 34 5
East 46th Street, New York.
Your reading about the new Africa
might include:
Bowles, Chester, Africa's Challenge
to America, University of California
Press, Berkeley, 1956. A useful outline of the issues involved for America.
~enw_orthy, Leonard S., Studying
Afnca m Elementary and Secondary
Schools, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, 1962. Discusses approaches the teacher can use
and provides an excellent bibliography~
Legum, Colin, Africa: A Handbook
to the Continent, Praeger New York,
1962. Unsurpassed as background material on every African country.
Millikan, M.. F., and D.L.M. Blackmer, Emerging Nations, Their Growth
and United States Policy, Little and
Co., Paperback, New York, 1956.
Originally written for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the authors
outlined the process of change from
a traditional to a modern society, before going on to make policy recommendations.
Wallerstein, Immanuel, Africa: The
Politics of Independence, Vintage
Paperback, New York, 1961. An excellent discussion in general terms of
African Nationalism and the drive for
independence.
A Guide Book for tourists: Kane,
Robert, Africa .1 to Z , Doubleday and
Co., Inc., New York, 1961. Useful
only for the practical information that
the tourist needs while traveling.

Texarkana Honors
Retiring Teachers
The T e x a r k a n a Independent
School District honored four of its
retiring teachers recently with an
appreciation program at the Dunbar
High School.
Those honored were Mrs. Cornelia B. Bryant, Mrs. Murphy A.
Goree, Mrs. Emma Richardson
Jones and Miss Iola V. Washington.
Mrs. Bryant has taught 37 years
at Dunbar School. She received her
Bachelor degree from Bishop College at Marshall and later did advanced work at Prairie View College
and Texas Southern University.
Mrs. Goree, born at Jefferson,
graduated from Bishop College at
Marshall and began her teaching
career in Marion County. She has
taught 49 years.
Mrs. Jones received her BA degree from Paririe View A&M College . and completed 39 years of
teachmg. A native of Texarkana
she first began her career at the Red
Bank community near Hooks, Texas.
Miss Washington, also born in
Texarkana, attended Bishop College
at Marshall and studied advanced
subjects, some by correspondence at
the University of Colorado Prairie
View College at Texarkana: Bishop
College and the University of Iowa.
She began teaching at Orr School
near Texarkana and completed 41
years of service.
E. G. Heath, Jr., president of the
Texarkana School Board, was keynote speaker at the appreciation program. He praised the honorees for
their contributions to America, their
years of sacrifice and service. He
wished them "many happy, restf~l
years of retirement."

TEACHERS! BORROW
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An_y amount from $50 to $300-lf you need mom,y
qu1r~--cut out and mail this ad for complete free
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Simms School
Designed For Learning
In 1960 The LaMarque School District was faced with
the problem of overcrowded school facilities due to the
increased student population. Now it is well equipped
to face the future. Superintendent Dave W. Williamson
and the School Board discussed their problem with the
Principals and Elementary Supervisors and it was deci ded to build a new elementary school so designed that
it could be ex panded as the student population increased
and so that no outside interference (automotive and
general traffic physical education classes, etc.) would
disturb the classes whil e they were in session.
The first phase was completed in 1961 and the additions were ready for occupancy in January, 1963. The
Simms Elementary School is named for retired Principal, P. S. Simms. It is a one-story windowless, brick
horizontal building featuring a wide central doubleloaded co rrid or and an open landscaped court in the
interior of the building. It is located on a 26-acre tract
of land.
To break t he monotony of the plain exterior walls of
the school , a multi-purpose area was planned as a separate building. This building was designed with glass
window walls and sliding doors facing the street entrance and lea ding into the wide central corridor and
gard en cou rt of the school proper. The peak roof is a
direct contrast to the fl at roof of the school. The- multipurpose a rea is connected to the main building by covered corridors that fl ank the open garden court. The
garden court and planters in the ce ntral corridor give
visual relief to the students.
The central or activ ity co rridor runs lengthwise
thro ugh the center of the building and is used for class
and student act iviti,es. Natural lighting is achieved by
skylight on th e roof over the corridor classrooms, and
from the garden court.

CENTRAL ACTIVITY CORRIDOR which runs lengthwise through
the center of the building and is used for class and student activities. The planters offer visual relief to the students.

All the classrooms face the mall and are glass partitioned with sliding glass doors. The load-bearing walls
are covered with tackboard and the party walls are covered by chalkboard.
The first phase of the school consisted of a combination cafet-e-rialibrary area, 10 classrooms, a multi-purpose
building, auxiliary space and administrative offices.
Simms Elementary, constructed at a cost of $313,553,
has installed spare conduits in each of the sixteen classrooms for use of TV or other electronic devices.
Distinctive features of the new school's education program include: An in-servi ce- teacher training program
outlined to furnish, "Techniques for Improving Slow
Learners," wherein consultant services (local and state) ,
and teacher reports provide the nucleus-es of material
(Continued on page 24)

SECOND GRADE class participation is demonstrated under the
direction of Mrs. Bettye Brown. At this particular moment the
class is practicing rhythmical movements while listening to a
record player.

P. S. SIMMS Elementary School of La Marque, Texas.

Professional membership drives are now under way in com•
munities throughout the nation. Please share this eight-page
feature with other teachers-especially those who have never
been NEA members. By providing a broader understanding
of the NEA, it will ·help the membership drive in your com•
munity. This feature is appearing both in the NEA Journal
and in a number of state association journals. For reprints,
write to the National Education Association.

For a brighter future for yourself, your students, and your profession.
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BEO E
IN A
MILLION!
Y

ou can become a better teacher and

strengthen your profession by actively
participating in the work of the National
Education Association, which is rapidly
moving toward its announced membership
goal of "A Million or More." NEA members
represent all professional educators-teachers at every level from nursery-school
through graduate school; principals; supervisors; superintendents.*
"' The new NEA Bylaw provision for active NEA membership reads: "Any person who is actively engaged in
the teaching profession or other educational work may
become an active member at any time until August 31,
1964. After that time ·any person who is actively engaged
in edµcational work of a professional nature shall be
eligible to become an active member of the Association if
he (1) has an earned bachelor's or higher degree and (2)
where required holds or is eligible to hold a regular
legal certificate of any kind except an emergency substandard certificate or permit. Any person who is an active member of the Association for the membership year
1963-64 is entitled to continue as an active member of
the Association.''

~oun

ALAJ~ y WILL

Ll:MB. The

greater the strength and influence
of professional associations-local,
state, and national-the larger and
more frequent wm be your salary
increases. The average salary increase for instructional staff since
1950-51 did not just happen. NEA's
comparative research data on salaries
coupled with association action at
local, state, and national levels are
largely responsible for favo~able salary gains. -Keep NEA's salary goals,
salary research, salary schools,· salary publi~ity, and salary consultation service '7xorking at maximum
sb'ength for you.

$6,000

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962
-51 -52 -53 -54 -55 -56 -57 -58 -59 -60 -61 -62 -63

$5,000

$4,000

$3,000

YOU \VJLL SA VE MO.i. :EY. NEA's new plan for term insui-ance offers you bonus protection at minimum cost. NEA's Travel Service can save you many doJlars on enjoyable and purposeful trips in this
country and abroad. NEA works on a continuing basis with the Congress and with the Treasu1·y Department to obtain tax savings for you. Teachers may now de9uct certain educational expenses. Legislation· suppo1'ted by NEA has obtained a special tax credit which saves retired teachers up· to $304.80
each year.

YOUR WORKING CONDITIONS WILL IMPROVE. The
NEA, together with affiliated departments and state and local
associations, engages in activities that result in better personnel practices and working conditions for you. Through its
Department of Classroom Teachers, the Association provides
direct assistance to local and state associations in analyzing
and improving conditions of work. In the past school year
alone, almost 300 local associations and three state associations asked for and received such help. Many tens of thousands
of teachers derived direct benefits from this work. Future
improvements will come in proportion to our organized
strength-local, state, and national. One of the NEA's Professional Priorities is to establish formal procedures of professional negotiation by which professional organizations and governing agencies can reach agreement on conditions of work.

rue

y u i TEED.

Authoritative educational research findings in many fields
are available to you from the NEA. When a state or
local assodatton, a school system, or an individual
needs specific facts, a letter to NEA's Research Division will bring a prompt tailor-made reply. The Division answers more than 1,000 letters of inquiry each
month. Regular research publications contain the
information members have said they need most.
\VILL

ET THE FACTS

YOU WILL UPDATE YOUh K1JffWLEDGE AND
IMPROVE YOUR SKILL . NEA's studies of classmom problems, frequent instructional conferences,
the NEA JOURNAL, and hundreds . of books and periodicals .o f the NEA and its 33 depal'tment.s will help
you to keep up to date .professionally and to improve
your classroom practices. A top NEA Professional
Priority ·is to contribute to maximum learning opportunities for an persons.
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YOL'lt IU( . . HT:-s \\'ILL BE DEFE. ~uE U. If you are unjustly treated or unfairly

dismissed, the NEA Commission on Prof esslonal Rights and Responsibilities, in
cooperation with your state association, stands ready to defend you with thorough
investigation and disclosure of the facts, with legal advice and legal action if
need be, and sometimes with emergency financial help. This is vital protection
for you and a strong deterrent to unfair treatment. An NEA Priority is to develop the autonomy of the organized teaching profession in the determination of
standards of competence and professional conduct.

I
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•
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YOUU PATING WITH THE PUBLIC WILL GO UP. NEA builds public app1·eciation of you and
your colleagues and public support of education. Its work with mass· media ~nd leading lay organizations results in a friendlier and better informed lay public. Conferences bet\x.•een educators and publishers have led to constructive magazine articles. NEA-p1·oduced films and many radio and TV shows
on national networks tel1 the story of education.

t

YOU WILL INFLUENCE NATIONAL POLICY. NEA is youl' advocate in Washington, your
voice in the edu_c ational policies of the national government. United professional strength will help
determine what federal f.unds are available for support of public schools, scholarships, or other educational ..purposes. Your ..own welfare and that of the schools demand ari able spokesman at alt times
before the Congress .a nd the many departments and agencies of the federal government. Another
NEA Priority: to achieve the enactment of federal legislation which, with improved local and state
revenue p1~ograms, will produce the funds required to meet the nation's educational needs.

-mnnnnn ~

YOU WILL HELP TO MAKE TEACHING A BETTER
PROFE [OJ. . Many NEA units, including the Commission
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, the Ethics
Committee, and the Citizenship Committee, are setting high
standards of preparation, ethical conduct, and self-direction
for the profession. By participating in the work of your
national association-as well as your local and state associations-you will, as Theodore Roosevelt advised, "give a portion of your time and resources to the upbuilding of your
chosen profession." NEA stands ready to provide experienced
consultants and able speakers to help strengthen the service
program of your local and state education .associations. Be
one in a million ... be a millionaire! You will inherit, through
your efforts in the NEA, a stronger, more effective profession.

•
WILL YOU ACCEPT A COMMISSION?
Write to the NEA for information
about becoming a commissioned officer
in the Project '64 mempership campaign.
You can play an important role in further
strengthening your national association.

For furthe1· information. talk with a leader in your local association, write to your state association,
or write to:

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
FIELD OPERATIONS

1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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Shall We Offer Foreign Language
In Our Secondary Schools?
Dr. A. A. D1111 son , Head
Department of Foreign L:mg11ages
Prairie View A & M College

The practical value of foreign
languages is strikingly il lus trated in
modern travel. By jet airliner, one
may eat breakfast in New York,
lunch in Paris and dinner in Rome.
D u ri ng such a trip a traveler would
have need to speak at least two
foreign
languages, French and
Italian .
Another value of foreign language is related to cu ltural appreciation. Most educators agree that
ability to speak and read the native
language of people contributes to
better understanding and appreciation of different cultures. This ob servation is supported in the exchange visitation programs of our
colleges and universities; efforts to
enrich educational experiences by
face to face association with foreign
students. Such experiences are expected to achieve a necessary objective in present day education: a
cosmopolitan outlook and intern·ational understanding.
Private and state colleges and
universities reflect and increasing recognition of a value of foreign
languages. Many institutions are
taking a second look at their foreign
language programs; they are requiring more foreign language than
ever before. Vassar College for instance, requires either four years in
one foreign language or three years
of one and two years of a second.
The University of Texas, beginning
September 1963, will require all
entering students to have at least
two units of foreign language. It
may be speculated that, in the near
future, all institutions in the University of Texas system will demand
the same foreign language requirement.
The value of fo reign language is
recognized by our federal government. O ur present National Defense Education Act of 1958 is intended to improve foreign language
instruction and to increase the number of qualified foreign language
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teachers in our secondary schools.
With the view of determining the
status of foreign language offereings
in our senior and junior high schools
for Negro youth in Texas, the writer made a survey of 323 schools in
the fall of 1962. Results of 122
Cards returned in the survey are
summarized in the accompanying
table.
Based upon the data presented in
the table, less than one-half ( 40.98

3. Approximate ly one-half of the
schools reporting ( 46. 7 per cent)
did not indicate either the foreign
bnguage taught or the number of
years the language was offered.
4. A large number of schools in
the reporting group ( 44) begin
foreign language instruction in
junior high school. This appear ·
evident considering the five year
foreign language is offered.
5. More than half of the students

QUALIFICATIO NS OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHERS
AND YEARS O F FOREIGN LANGUAGE OFFERED
in 122 SENIOR AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Years of foreign language offered tn
senior and junior high schools
Years Offered
2
4
X Total ·
l
6
Languages
3
32
75
Spanish
43
15
4
1
Major
50 French
7
3
4
4
Minor
55 German
2
1
Latin
1
No special
16
1 25
Unident'ed
qualifications
17
l22
1
44
4 12
4
57
Totals
122
X- Number of years not specified
Qualifications of
foreign language
teachers
Qualifications
No.

per cent) of the 122 foreign language teachers have majors in the
field. The number who hold minors
in the field is higher than those who
hold majors, or 45 .90 per cent.
Foreign language teachers who had
no special qualifications to teach in
the fie ld represented 13.12 per cent
of the reporting group. This number is relatively high, considering
certification requirements which restrict teaching in specialized fields
without semester hour credits in the
subjects taught.
The data suggest several conclusions.
1. Spanish is the most predomi nant foreign language taught in our
secondary schools.
2. French
and German rank
second and third as foreign language.

in the reporting schoo ls ( 59.02) per
cent) are taught by teachers who are
not majors in foreign language; the
need for upgradi ng of foreign
langu age teachers should be emphasized in order that our youth
may enjoy the best po sible learning
experiences in foreign language instruction.

It seems important that all hig h
chool administrators recognize the
changin g trends of college entrance
requirements, especially the requirement of foreign language for
college entrance. Many worthy hi gh
sc hool graduates will be penalized if
high school administrators fail to
provide at least two years of foreign
language instruction.
We can look forward to the open
(Continu-ed on page 29 )
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Convention Highlights

Some 350 delegates from nineteen states and the
Di trict of Columbia, representing 75,000 teachers in
32 states saw Dr. J. Rupert Picott, executive secretary
of the Virginia State Teachers Association, installed as
president of the American Teachers Association during
the Association's 60th annual meeting in Dallas July 30August 3. Dr. Picott succeeds Dr. Richard V. Moore,
pres ident of Bethune-Cookman College at Daytona
Beach.
Dr. Vernon McDaniel, executive secretary of the
Teachers State Association of T exas, officially installed
the new officer during the final session of the Delegate
Assembly held in the new Dallas city auditorium. Dr.
Picott left the convention to attend the World Confede ration of Organizations of the Teaching Profession
meeti ng at Rio de Janeiro.
Officers elected include: C. J. Duckworth, Biloxi,
Miss., president-elect; Dr. Norman R. Dixon, Southern
University, Baton Rouge and Dr. James F. Nichola~;,
Petersburg, V a., to the Board of Directors; E. J. Oliver,
Birmingham, Ala. and Miss Clymathes B. King, Jackson,
Miss., to the Board of Trustees; Dr. Walter N. Ridley,
Eli zabeth City, N.C., treasurer; Dr. J. T. Brooks, Montgomery, Ala., executive secretary. George W. Brooks,
Clarksville, Tenn., was chosen chairman of the board of
trustees to succeed Dr. J. H. Taylor of Durham, N.C.
Continuing in office are Dr. Richard V. Moore, Daytona
Beach, Fla. C. B. Robinson, Chattanooga, Tenn., E. J.
Bonaparte, Darlington, S.C. ; Dr. Mary L. Williams,
Charleston, W. Va.; Mrs. Eliza S. McDaniel, Baltimore,
Md. ; Dr. Vernon McDaniel, Austin, Texas ; and Dr.
I. E. Washington, Augusta, Ga., all on the Board of
Directors ; with Hudson, Barksdale, Spartanburg, S. C.
rnd Dr. C. V. Troup of Georgia on the Board of
Trustees.
A highlight of the convention was the address by Dr.
F ranci Keppel, U. S. Commissioner of Education and
former dean of the Graduate School of Education at
Harvard Univ,e rsity. Speaker for the annual banquet
·essi on at the Skyline Terrace of the Jefferson Hotel was
Dr. Mahlon T. Puryear associate director of the National Urban League. Other scheduled speakers were
Dr. Fred L. Glimp, dean of admissions, Harvard University; the Right Reve rend M. Lafayette Harris, resident bishop of the Methodist Church, Atlanta, Ga. , who
delivered the formal eulogy to the late Dr. H. Councill
Trenholm ; Dr. Edward W. Brice, director, adult education branch, US Off ice of Education; Dr. Carl F. Hansen superintendent of schools, Washington; Dr. Jeanne
L Noble, professor of education, New York University;
22
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Dr. Ralph Martin, professor of education, Knoxville
College ; and Cleveland L. Dennard, principal of Atlanta's Carver Vocational School.
The association announced the creation of the H.
COUNCIL TRENHOLM MEMORIAL AW ARD to be
made annually to that person "who exemplified the
challenging spirit of the late Harper Councill Trenholm,
devoted educator, administrator, and longtime leader in
the program of the American Teachers Association."
The first recipient is Dr. Richard V. Moore, pr,esident of
Bethune-Cookman College, under whose administration
a new headquarters building has been purchased at 145
Ashby Street, NW, Atlanta and machinery has been set
in motion for the establishment of a $1,000 scholarship
to a high school student who meets the criteria to be
determined by a special committee. Dr. Moore's award
included a stipend of $500, a gift from Coca Cola Bottling Company, which was in turn donated to the scholarship fund. Other plaques awarded for distinguished
service to the association were presented to Dr. J. H.
Taylor of North Carolina, retiring chairman of the
board of trustees; Mrs. Lillian Rogers Johnson of
Mississippi, r,etiring from the trustee board; George W.
Jones of Alabama, who resigned as executive secretary
to accept the deanship of Miles College at Birmingham;
D. H. Tuggle of Tennessee, for outstanding service as
state director, and to Dr. M. K. Curry, Jr., president of
Bishop College; Harold Lang and A. Maceo Smith, both
of Dallas.
In its resolutions the American Teachers Association
called for improved facilities' in schools and improved
performance on the part of the teachers, federal aid
for education, the re-opening of public schools in Prince
Edward County, Virginia by the United States Government, the removal of the causes of poor achievement of
Negroes on national tests, a re-designing of the curriculum to refl.ect the advances in automation, technology,
industrialization, and space exploration, full objective
coverage by the local press of news concerning all ethnic
groups, increased salaries for teachers, professional sanctions as a means of preventing unethical or arbitrary
policies or practices that have deleterious effect on the
welfare of the schools, the viewing with calmness and
understanding of the recent decisions of the US Supreme
Court concerning prayer and Bible-reading in the public
schools, and one major state-wide professional organization of teachers to include all ethnic groups and
creeds. The board of directors of the organization was
urged to give careful and extended consideration to the
proposal of the NEA at its 1963 annual convention

TEXAS ST AN DARO
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for the considerations of the desirability and feasibility
of the possible merger of the two national organizations.
Texas delegates attending included:
Berdie J. Anderson, Dallas ; Birdette L. Anderson,
Waco; Edmond C. Anderson, Dallas; Timmoxena F.
Arnold, Waco; Miss Malinda V. Austin, Waco; John
L. Barnett, Fort Worth; Cora L. Bennett, Victoria; Ida
M. Blackwell, Midway; Thomas A. Blaylock, Dallas;
Martha C. B. Bolin, Waco; Abbie M. Booker, Waco;
Vivian R. Bowser, Houston; Charles 0. Bradley, Victoria; Frances L. Braswell, Dallas; Booker T. W. Brembury, Fort Worth; Mamie G. Bright, Houston; Charlie
M. Brown, Dallas; Mildred J. Brown, Dallas; Thelma
M. Brown, Houston; Dr. Ida B. Bryant, Houston; Mrs.
Freddie Blaylock Carter, Dallas; Mary H. Carter, Dallas;
Kerven W. Carter, Fort Worth; Edwin Cash, Dallas;
Mrs. Frankie M. Childress, Midway; Robbie D. Cotton,
Cottonwood.
Dr. M. K. Curry, Jr., Dallas; Izean F. Davidson, Fort
Worth; Ozanie L. Davis, Texarkana; M. B. Davis, Texarkana; Audrey H. Douglas, Fort Worth; Yvonne A.
Ewell, Dallas; Jaynell Evans, Dallas; Mrs. R. B. Evans,
Hillsboro; E. Lavator Ferguson, Tyler; Nyetta B. Hunt,
Wharton; Annie D. Hutcheson, Ferris; J. J. Martin,
Fort Worth; Catherine L. James, Fort Worth; Evelyn
C. James, Fort Worth; Iola M. Fowler, Tyler; T. C.
Franklin, Bastrop; Lillie R. Franklin, Dallas; Rev. L. B.
George, Amarillo; June E. Gillins, Dallas; Emanuel V.
Goss, Dallas; Lee Etta M. Graham, Dallas; J. D. Hall,
Dallas; Juanita B. Hall, Dallas; W. C. Hall, Temple;
Lawrence C. Hammons, Overton; Lorraine S. Harris,
Fort Worth; Maggie L. Haswell, Dallas; Shellie Hatch,
LaGrange; Alfred S. Hawkins, Dallas; Leon M. Hayes,
Dallas; Mrs. Willie B. Hicks, Dallas; J. L. High, Dallas;
Asa G. Hilliard, Tyler; Ora M. Hinton, Dallas; Doris

Horton, Dallas; Lorenzo Horton, Dallas; Leola T. James,
Houston; Mable E. Johnson, Nacogdoches; Valrie E.
Johnson, Houston; Howard Kees, Houston.
Mrs. Julia B. Keller, Fort Worth; Gretel Kirk, Fort
Worth; Anita T. Knowles, Fort Worth; Versia L. Lacy,
Tyler; Harold W. Lang, Dallas ; Theodore R. Lee,
Dallas; Bernice P. Lewis, Marshall; Fred E. Lewis, Marshall; Dorothy L. Matthews, Naples; Flora A. Meador,
Jacksonville; William R. Meador, Rusk; Narrine D.
Merchant, Huntsville; Lillian V. Murphey, Dallas; James
C. McClure, Midland; Dr. Vernon McDaniel, Austin;
Viola W. McGilton, Dallas.
Leta M. McIntosh, Dallas ; Dr. J. N. Nelum, Dallas;
Dr. Benedict D. Njoku, Marshall; J. G. Oliver, Oakwood; Minnie H. Page, Dallas; Willie H. Palmer, Jr.,
Hawkins ; Hazel H. Peace, Fort Worth; Alvin R. Porter,
Houston; Ollie A. Posey, Waco; Leatha B. Reynolds,
LaMarque; Eudora H. Rich ard, Houston; Marie E.
Roberta, Fort Worth; Frauldin M. Robinson, Fort
Worth; Milton J. Robinson, Dallas ; Jewel Price Ross,
Dallas; Floyd E. Sanders, Daingerfield ; Reta M. Sanders,
Daingerfield ; Mary E. Simpson, Waco ; Fay O. Smith,
Huntsville.
Jeanette W. Smith, Houston; Cassie M. Starr, Tyler;,
Robert E. Starr, Fort Worth; Finis Tatum, Jr., Dallas ;
Dollie D. Taylor, Dallas ; Claude C. Tedford, Dallas;
C. A. Thomas, Midland; Mabel Winn Thomas, Dallas;
Dorothy L. Thompson, Dallas ; Ida J. Tipton, Dallas ;
Thomas Tolbert, Dallas ; Florence E. Vaughn, Tyler;
Mary K. P. Warren, Tyler; Rubye L. Washington,
Houston; Pearlie M. West, Dallas; Velmer M. White,
Shiro; Floyd E. Wilkerson, Dallas ; Albert J. Williams,
Dallas; Doris C. Williams, Houston; L. E. Williams,
Fort Worth; Emily L. Wilson, Fort Worth; Donna A .
Wright, Fort Worth ; Thomas J. Wright, Angleton;
Elmer J. Wynne, Tyler ; Ruth T. Wynne, Tyler.

ASavings Plan Designed for the School Teacher
For information concerning this Teachers'
Savings program write Fred G. Downs,
Director Teachers' Savings Division, Central Region. Fidelity Union Life Building,
Dallas, Texas, and you will receive this
beautiful $1.95 Sheaffer's Ballpoint Pen.

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
INSURANCE

COMPANY

1511-TS Bryan St.
Dallas, Texas
Phone Riverside 1-1921
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Revolution and "Co-Revolutionand more than a third of those in the nation believe
that Negroes are intellectually inferior to whites.
Tbe point of this discussion of views about race is that
Negro educators face a difficult challenge in persuading
agencies that control the flow of funds to their schools
that they should make the kind of heavy financial investments that the pursuit of excellence entails. This
difficulty exists because many of the persons comprising
these agencies hold serious and unjustified beliefs as to
the incapacity of the Negro pupils in these schools
to benefit significantly from these investments. Here
again, a "co-revolution" in the thinking of many of
our fellow Americans respecting the myth of the inherent intellectual incapacity of Negroes must be effected before adequate support can be mustered for the
genuine pursuit of excellence in our schools. We cannot
begin to exert ourselves in meeting this· challenge too
soon.
It is the influence of the doctrine of the inherent
inferiority of the Negro, not its , substance, that has
maximum revelance to this discussi'on. This affect can
be stated as follows. Those who influence, administer,
teach, or study in our schools who _believe or are negatively influenced by the doctrine of the inherent in-e quality of Negroes sometime make the mistake of
explaining or rationalizing lower intellectual achievement by Negro youth on standardized tests, for example, in terms of inherent intellectual deficiencies. This
is a fundamental error, and those of us who would
promote intellectual excellence among Negro youth
must work day and night to count-er its pernicious effects
on ourselves and the children whom we serve. I believe
that scientific investigation and experimentation confirm
that substandard academic performance by Negro youth
is fundamentally a result of environmental factors resulting in cultural impoverishment, depreciated selfconceptions, and decided apathy if not hostility respecti ng intellectuality.
The constructive aspect of this discussion centers in
my contention that our schools cannot adequately
develop enough of our young people intellectually
without first or at least concurr-e ntly reducing their cultural impoverishment. So far as formal education is
involved the most effective place to begin such an
attack on cultural lag is in the nurseries, kindergartens,
and elementary schools. Such an attack will not be effective, however, unless continued into the high school and

Simms Schoolfor the study; an enlivened adult enlightenment program is being offered through PT A meetings; a student
enrichment program aided by increased uses of the latest
in audio-visual aid machines, modern equipment and
supplies; and an appreciation program for our American
heritage.
Eager children, interested teachers working together
have steadily earned recognition for Simms Elementary
School in scholarship, improved perfect attendance,
lunchroom participation, and leadership in the school
district's savings program. Membership and participation in the junior choir and the scouts off.er pup.ils areas
of social and cultural refinement.
24

the college. Daniel Schreiber, the New York principal
who achieved national note as the first director of the
Higher Horizons Program in the New York City Public
School System, has said that schools attended primarily
by culturally impoverished young people can only develop the pupils adequately if they: ( 1) adopt and execute vigorous remedial programs in reading and mathematics; and ( 2) conceive and work assiduously to implement an imaginative program of cultural development for all their pupils with the approval and cooperation of parents. This is not an ivory tower suggestion
of an impractical approach to the pursuit of excellence
in our school. This approach produced impressive results in New York, St. Louis and other citites.
Before we can develop high I.Q.'s, we must, as Dean
St. Claire Price expressed it, develop in the Negro pupils
some determined "I wills." The apathy and the hostility
toward their own intellectual development is primarily
a function of cultural impoverishment, and this impoverishment must be reduced before they will allow
their minds to be committed to the pursuit of excellence. There is no lack of information as to how to
develop effective remedial programs in reading and
mathematics. I should like to suggest, however, what
I consider to be two other essential elements in any
effective attack on the cultural inadequacies of our
pupils. These are: (1) the development of keen aesthetic
sensitiviti,es and appreciations; and ( 2) the enhancement
of the student's conception of himself, his importance
as a human being, and his potentialities for substantive
personal achievement.
The crux of my contention has been that if as Negro
educators we are to join in the spreading revolutionary
pursuit of excellence in American education generally,
we must ourselves initiate what I term "co-revolutions''
in our own attitudes and practices regarding intellectual
excellence. We must seek also to effect a revolution in
the stereotype popular views respecting the mental
incapacities of Negroes. "Co-revolutions" must also be
effected within our institutions designed to free our
young people from the shackles and perverted attitudes
that are the products of their culturally impoverished
origins and growth. Here is an area where we cannot
afford a passive or "Let-George-do-it" attitude. Tbe initiative in the South for these "co-revolutions" must
come fom Negro educators, or they will not, in my
opinion, come at all.

•

•

*An address delivered at the Annual Banquet Meeting of the Fort
Worth Principals Association.

Principal B. E. Orman, in summarizing the effect that
the new school offers, commented, "A changing world
requires new programs, new techniques if the school is
to fulfill its mission in the days ahead. Our aim in
Simms is the development of youth, of high moral and
cultural characteristics and excellence in academic and
intellectual achievements. Our wonderful school better
prepares us to meet the challenge of future educational
demands and instills within us greater incentive to keep
abreast of these changing times. We, therefore, are ever
mindful of this statement of Abraham Lincoln: 'The
dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy
present. As our case is new, so we must think anew and
act anew.'"
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Brother and Sister
Serve in Peace Corps

School with 100% Membership
in TSAT, September 13, 1963:

Peace Corps Volunteers Albert
and Miss Arwilda L. Bryant of Mineola, Texas, make up the first brother-sister combination to serve overseas with the Peace Corps. Both are
1962 Texas College graduates, of
Tyler.
"Peace Corps training was an entirely new experience, most rewarding and •enjoyable," stated Miss
Bryant several weks ago as she was
having all kinds of problems reducing her baggage down to 150 pounds
for her Peace Corps flight to Ethiopia. 'Tm ready to get started in
this new field."

master's degree when she completes
her Pe ace Corps tour of duty.
" Nelle" is engaged to a Navy man,
now overseas. She is looking forward to marriage when she gets out.
Meanwhile, she realizes the Peace
Corps experience will mean much to
her and those she is priviledged to
serve.

Chambers County

Albert is 23, stands six-one and
weighs 185. He was a basketball and
football star at Mineola's McFarland
High but at Texas College he concentrated more on his academic
work. He too, plans to do graduate
work upon his return.

Falls County

Miss Bryant and her older brother,
Albert, are now settled in this histo r.ic ancient empire with more than
250 other Peace Corps volunteers.

At Texas College he was a member of the math and science club.
These Peace Corps Volunteers are
teaching in the secondary schools of
Ethiopia where there are one million children of secondary school
age.

Miss Bryant was a Business Education major at the Lone Star State
College, and Albert majored in
mathematics and with a minor in
chemistry.
All through college "Nelle" Bryant was an honor student and held
membership in Alpha Kappa Mu
National Honor Society and Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority. She is listed
in "Who's Who In American Colleges and Universities for 1962.''
At Mineola's McFarland High
School she was a member of the
girl's basketball team and honor student and valedictorian of her graduating class.
This 21-year-old attractive Texan
has a fair command of French and
said learning Amharic during her
Peace Corps training was great fun.
She is teaching commercial subjects
in one of the Ethiopian secondary
schools.
Her preference for Peace Corps
service was Africa, because she had
studied a lot about the new developing countries in college.

•

HONOR SCHOOLS

She is especially elated that she
completed Peace Corps' training with
high praise and expressed her desire
"to help people in other countries
so they may learn to better their own
economic standards."
She says she intends to enter grad
school for her business education
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The Volunteers in Ethiopia will
handle such subjects as English,
mathematics, g e o g r a p h y , the
sciences, v o c a ti o n a l agriculture,
health & physical education, commercial subjects, home economics
and group guidance. Each one will
work with an Ethiopian teacher.
They are the oldest children of
Samuel and Emma Lee Bryant of
Mineola. They have two brothers
and two sisters. One sister, Shirley
Anne, is a junior in Texas College
and Peace Corps interested. The
others are Samuel Jr., and Sylvia
R o s s and Sullivan Ross-mixed
twins.
Bryant laughs about the way he
tried to change Albert and Arwilda' s
minds, when they first mentioned
volunteering for the Peace Corps.
"I tried every way I knew to find
loop-holes in their desires. And
every time I had them bested, they
came up with a new angle. They
plugged every loop-hole I could find .
My cross examination proved useless. They were too sharp for me.
"We have received two letters
from them and they are very happy
about their decisions and locations.
And we are happy for them,'' he

G. W. Carver School,
S. W. Lewis, Principal, Onahuac.

Colorado County
Karl Downs High School
T. V. Pleasant, Principal, Weimar.

Dallas County
Phyllis Wheatley School,
Mrs. Estella Doty, Principal, Dallas
Wilson White School ,
T. L. Washington, Pricipal, Rosebud.

Fayette County
Fayetteville School,
Mrs. Myrtle Darden, Principal,
Fayetteville.

Galveston County
Lorraine Crosby Elementary School,
Mrs. Helen K. Backstrom, Hitchcock.
Lorraine Crosby High School,
P. C. Burns, Sr., Principal, Hitchcock.

Grimes County
Alex S. Terrell Elementary School,
R. C. Smith, Principal, Anderson

Hopkins County
Douglas High School,
W. B. Jones, Principal,
Sulphur Springs .

Kaufman County
Booker T. Washington School,
L. E. Claybon, Principal, Forney.

Milam County
Branchville School,
Odell V. Biggs, Principal, Branchville.

Navarro County
Booker T. Washington School,
C. C. Jones, Principal,
Blooming Grove.

Rains County
Sand Flat School,
A. C. McMillan, Principal, Emory.

Robertson County
Charles Love High School,
Chas. Love, Principal, Bremond.

Travis County
Texas Blind, Deaf and Orphan School,
Wm. J. McConell , Principal, Austin.

Upshur County
Excelior Elementary School,
Rev. Linzy Bowie, Principal,
Big Sandy.

\Wharton County
Boling Vocational School,
D. V. Callis, Principal, Boling.

Wood County
W. B. Clark School,
L. V. Green, Principal, Quitman.

(Continued on page 26)
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5000 Volunteer
Teachers Needed

•

Peace Corps -estimates that it will
need at least 5,000 teachers during
the next twelve months to meet the
requests coming from the 47 countri-es throughout Latin America, Africa and Asia where it now has educational projects.

American Education
Theme Announced
If the survival of the nation depends on its wisdom, then education
strengthens the nation.
And "Education Strengthens the
Nation" is the theme of the 1963
American Education Week observance
November 10-16.
Each day of American Education
Week will be focused on a particular
area in which the nation is strengthened through education.
On the opening day, Sunday, Nov.
10, the focus will be on "Values of
Free Men," a topic that permits the
development of how men acquire the
values by which they live.
Monday's sub-theme will be "Learning Opportunities for All," a topk
which can take in the American philosophy of equality of educational opportunity, including learning for adults
who are past what is normally considered school age.
Tuesday, new teaching techniques,
accreditation, standards, and salaries
are implicit in " Quality Education. "
Wednesday's "Balanced Curriculum" can incorporate explanations of
why reading, writing and arithemtic
are no longer enough for the modern
student's modern education.
The ways an entire community becomes a living textbook can be explained under the Thursday topic,
"Community Resources."
Friday's "Financial Support" goes
to the very heart of American education, and whether it will continue to
grow vigorously.
And, pointing towards the future,
will be "Goals for Tomorrow," the
sub-theme for Saturday.
This year, as in years past, schQOl
d-istricts across the country are expect26

ed to throw open their doors to the
real stockholders of American education- the public-and to take advan••
tage of their presence to show them
what they've been doing and why and
how.
In years past, more than 30 million
persons visited the schools during the
AEW observance.
And, as in years past, the National
Education Association is offering promotion materials to help local committees make their American Education Week activities successful.
An American Education W e e k
packet has been developed by the
NEA Publications Division containing, among dozens of items, a publicity manual, handbook for speakers
and writers, and samples of new information leaflets for parents. A special item in the packet this year is
a broadcast-quality recorded message
from Mrs. Clifford Jenkins, president
of the National Congress of Parents
and Teachers, one of the national
sponsors of AEW.
The packets, stock number 15801968, may be ordered for $2 each
from American Education Week, National Education Association, 1201
16th Street, N .W., Washington 6,
D.C.
A combined order form and AEW
planning folder, containing a list of
all materials available in the packet,
may be obtained from the same address.
The sponsors of American Education Week are the National Education
Association, the American Legion, the
National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, and the United States Office of Education. It has been an annual event since 1921.

These teachers will instruct on the
elementary, secondary and university
levels. While all subjects usually
taught in American schools have
been requested, the greatest demand
has been for teachers of mathematics, science, English as a second
language, and for those competent
to instruct in vocational subjects and
physical education.
Teachers planning to retire during
or at the end of the current school
year are invited, if physically fit, to
a pp 1 y for these overseas posts.
Teachers eligible for a leave of absence from their present employment are also invited to apply.
Further information, descriptive
literature, a questionnaire form, etc.
will be sent to anyone requesting
same from THE PEACE CORPS,
DIVISION O F RECRUITING,
WASHINGTON 25, D.C. Be sure
to indicate in your letter whether
you are a prospective retiree or if
you would plan to go on a leave of
absence. Applicants also should indicate thei r teaching field. No time
limt has been set for the filing of
applications, but consideration of
same is usually made in the order
of their receipt.

• •

Peace Corps(Continued from page 25)
concluded.
Bryant is a home appliance service
repairman in Mineola and Mrs.
Bryant does practical nursing in several of the Mineola area hospitals.
Two other Texas college grads
who have completed their US training and landed overseas are J. W.
Albert of Lockney, Texas and Miss
Ollie Cummings of Athens. Albert
is in Iran and Miss Cummings has
arrived in the Philippines.
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MRS. ERNESTINE WALTON McNEIL

Mrs. McNeil Ends
44 Years of Service

•

• •

The journey of service to boys and
girls in Emeline F. Carpenter Elementary School of Nacogdoches ended
for Mrs. Ernestine Walton McNeil
at the close of the 1962-63 term.
Mrs. McNeil retired after having
worked as teacher and principal in
Nacogdoches county and city schools
for 44 years.
She has watched many of her former students grow up and take worthy
positions as teachers, doctors, nurses,
merchants and citizens. She believes
strongly that "school should be a
happy, attractive place in which children may live, grow and learn." _
Ernestine McNeil has given hearty
support to the cultural, physical, intellectual and religious development
of youth.
In tribute, city and county teachers
of Nacogdoches recognized her for the
many fruitful years of service of "an
excellent teacher and worthy citizen."
She held membership with the National Education Association, Association for Childhood Education, National Congress of Colored Parents and
Teachers, The American Teachers Association, Teachers State Association
of Texas, East Texas Teachers Association, Nacogdoches County Teachers
Association.
She has been a tireless, dedicated
worker in her church as Sunday School
Teacher and youth leader. Mrs. McNeil was honored with a Retirement
Program at the E. J. Campbell Auditorium. Many of the educators of East
Texas, friends and relatives were present.
A reception followed at W. E.
Jones Cafetorium.
Gift of flowers, telegrams and personal articles followed words of praise.
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QUARTER CENTURY OF SERVICE: Among those honored at the Kirkpatrick Elementary
School of Fort Worth recently after having served 25 years or more each were: (I to r)
Mrs. Loree L. Fox, Mrs. Evelyn C. James; Mrs. Lela M. Willaims; Mrs. Delores H. Davis
and Mrs. Pearl Conner.

Five Kirkpatrick Teachers
Receive Service Pins
Honored recently with a special
Appreciation Night for having served twenty-five or more years as
public school teachers at M. L. Kirkpatrick Elementary School of Fort
\YI orth, were the following teachers:
(L to R) Mrs. Loree L. Fox, Special
Reading Teacher; Mrs. Evelyn C.
James, First Grade; Mrs. Lela M.
Williams, Fifrh Grade; Mrs. Delores
H. Davis, Speech Therapist, and

Mrs. Pearl Conner, First Grade.
Not shown are Mrs. Ruth Miller,
Grade Six and Mrs. Edna Hemphill,
Grade Three.
Speaker for the occasion was
Harold Graves, assistant superintendent, elementary School division.
The seven honorees were awarded
Silver Service Pins by Miss Clarice
Jackson, consultant in Elementary
Education, assisted by R. L. Gregory,
Jr., principal.

HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THE 79TH ANNUAL
CONVENTION
Delegates and visitors to the 79th Annual Convention of TSAT should
make reservations for housing accommodations in advance. The Housing
Committee urges that reservations be made at least TWO WEEKS IN
ADVANCE.
Pill Out and Mail at Once to TSAT Headf1111rters

---~~Q~~~;-;~;--~~;;~~;~-~~-~~~~-~~N~~~~l~~---·1
Dear Mr. McDaniel
I am requesting reservations for __________ persons,
with accommodations as indicated:

I

) Single Room, one occupant
) Double Room, two occupants
) Suite for _ __ _ _ persons
I prefer accommodations at: ( ) private homej ( ) Hoteh
) Motel
Estimated arrival and departure:
DEPARTURE: _ _ _ __
ARRIVAL: _ _ _ __
PM or AM
PM or AM
I

DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _

DATE: - - - - - -

i
I

--------------------------------------------------------~--~---'
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Hill County Teachers Honored
The Hill Country Teacher's Asso ciation held its first Teacher Appreciation Service early this year at the
Peabody High School in Hillsboro
to honor all of its teachers with 15
years or more of service.
T. W. Mosley, founder of the association, was presented a plaque
honoring h im for fait hfu l service.
M rs. L. T. Moore, acting dean of
Paul Quinn College, Waco, was guest
speaker for the occasion. In a very
inspiring address she pointed out
that the primary obligation of th e
teaching profession was to "gu ide
children and adults in the pu rsu it
of knowledge and skills, to p repare
them for the ways of democracy in
order to help them to become h appy,
useful, self-supporting citizens."
She said the ultimate strength of
the nation lies in the social responsibility, economic competence, and
moral strength of the individual.
"Teaching is a noble and exact ing
profession," she said, "and its greatest rewards come only to those who
prepare thoroughl y and give themselves fully to its service."
She concluded with the thought
that if teachers are ever to achieve
the goals for wh ich they are working " they must learn the art of
organized cooperation."
Honored during the program

were:
Mrs. Neta Virginia Hillard, principal of Bynum Elementary School,
graduate of Paul Quinn College of
Waco, with 32 years of s-ervice.
Mrs. Roberta B. Evans, primary
teacher of Peabody High School of
W aco, graduate of Samuel Huston
College of Austin, with 1 7 years of
service.
Mrs. Gladys West, primary teacher
at Bynum Elementary School, grad uate of Paul Quinn College, with
18 years of service.
Mrs. Mattie R. DeShay, home economics teacher at Phyllis Wheatly
High School of Hubbard, Texas,
graduate of Prairie View A&M College of Prairie View, with 15 years
of service.
Guss Maxwell, princip al of J.
Sandford H igh School of Itasca,
graduate of Paul Quinn College,
w ith 15 years of service.
Mrs. E. M. Strange, principal of
James Weldo n Johnson Elementary
School of Mt. Calm, Texas, graduate
of Paul Quinn College, who has 15
years of service.
The association will hold similar
services each year. Association officers include R. C. Ross, president;
M rs. R. B. Evans, secretary; Mrs. 0.
H . Mack, chairman of the appreciatio n service.

• •

MRS. ADA HEMBRA WASHINGTON

Teacher Retires
After twenty-eight years of successful teaching, and twenty-seven months
of clerical work in the United States
Government Service, M.rs. Ada L.
Hembra Washington of Austin retired at the end of the last school
term.

• •

An English major, she graduated
with honors from Tillotson College
in 1941, and received her MA degree
from Prairie View A and M College
in 1958.
Her teaching service includes elementary grades m Parker, Crosby,
Jones and Travis Counties. Her high
school teaching was done in tqe Emmott J. Scott High School in Somerville and in the 0. L. Price High
School of Taylor, where she was teaching at the time of retirement.

HILL COUNTRY TEACHER'S ASSOCIATION honored all of its members recently who
ha d 15 years or more of t eaching . The organization's first annual appreciation service was
he ld at t he Peabody High School in Hillsboro. The photo shows honorees and guests.
Durin g the program, T. W . Mosley, founde r of the Hill Country Association, was awarded
a plaque for his service to t he commun ity.
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She served as president of Price
Class-room Teachers Association for
three years and is a member of the
\Villiamson County Teachers Association, Teachers State Association of
Texas, American Teachers Association
and the National Council of English
Teachers.
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From NEA Convention

•
MRS. ADA L. MOSLEY

DePriest School
Teacher Retires

•

Mrs. Oda L. Mosley, teacher in
the Oscar DePriest School, was
honored recently with a special
"This is Your Life" program in
recognition of her retirement after
44 years of teaching. The surprise
event was staged by faculty members
of the local school in the Hamlin
High School auditorium .

ton Classroom Teachers Association.

Mrs. I. J. Starr, teacher and wife
of the school principal, was misfress
of ceremonies. She presented Mrs.
Mosley with a white satin book
bordered in purple velvet ribbon
with "This is Your Life."
Many friends and relatives were
present to share the honor. The
program consisted of persons whose
lives she had touched in some way.
She received many lovely gifts from
friends of both races.
Mrs. Mosley has worked in West
Texas for twenty-nine years. She
taught at Mccaulley for twentyseven years. T. E. Green, Superintendent of Mccaulley School District, presented her with a bronze
plaque for distinguished service in
West Texas.
Mr. D. L. Smith of Rotan, former
superintendent at McCaulley and
Mrs. C. F. Cook, Superintendent of
Hamlin Independent School District
praised her for outstanding leadership in the area.

•

TEXAS OFFICIALS at the NEA meeting included: L. C. Jone~.
president, Austin Education Association; Frank Robinson, president,
Fort Worth Clusroom Teachers; T. C. Calhoun, president, TSAT;
Vernon McDaniel, executive secretary, TSAT; Franklin Brainard,
president, Minneapolis Teachers Association; Juan T. Bennett, president, North Texas District Teachers; Alvin Porter, president, Hous-

Entertainment was also presented
by some of her many friends. Mrs.
Ileen Brown of Abilene sang one of
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Texas Delegates at NEA Convention

her favorites "Remember Me," Miss
Pamala Mitchell from Mart sang
"My Task," Mrs. Wilmuth C.
Butler of the DePriest School sang
"Somebody Bigger Than You and
I," Mr. Noble B. Canida of Abilene,
dedicated a piano selection to her,
Mrs. Jimmie Lee Huff of Anson, a
former student, read a poem "Goodby To Teaching".
Other program guests included:
Mrs. Lula Mae Blandford of Morton, Mrs. Vivian Jordan and Mrs.
Annie I. McNeal of Midland, Mrs.
Elizabeth Calvin of Fort Worth, Mr.
George W. Keer of Spur and her
husband Mr. William M. Mosley of
Fort Worth.

Foreign Language(Continued from page 21)
door policy among our best colleges
and universities in Texas. This
means that in the near future a
qualified student may enroll in any
school he desires. It will be unfortunate if our students are deprived
of the standard high school education through neglect or lack of interest on the part of those responsible for planning programs of instruction for junior and senior high
schools. Whatever may constitute
the curriculum of the Negro high
schools, or whatever may be left out
of the curriculum, shall we offer
foreign languages to help our students arrive at their educational
goals?
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Teaching Income Taxes
How do I get my refund?
Which form should I use?
I'm a student-what exemption
am I entitled to?
Where do I file my return?

T. J. Wright Named
Outstanding Principal
T. J. Wright, principal of Marshall
High School at Angleton, was heaped
with honors this year when he was
named the "Outstanding High School
Principal" of 1963 by the Awards
Committee of the Annual Industrial
Education Conference at Prairie View
Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Gaining the attention of state and
national officials, Wright received personal letters of congratulations from
at least two lawmakers. Representative Neil Caldwell of Angleton wrote:
"Although it must be payment enough
to know that your efforts have contributed to countless young people, it
is nice to have the community's appreciation reduced to writing and
placed in metal."
Senator Ralph Yarborough said,
"My congratulations to you on this
honor. I wish you all the continued
strength and energy that will enable
you to carry on the great work of
training knowledgeable Americans . .,

Each year during the income tax
filing period, many thousands of persons contact the Internal Revenue
Service to ask such questions. These
and many other equally fundamental
problems are solvecl in the IRS "Teaching Taxes" program, which is available free of charge to all teachers.
School principals and superintendents throughout Texas have once again
received invitations to participate in
Internal Revenue Service's eleventh
annual "Teaching ·Taxes" program.
"Teaching Taxes" materials are professionally prepared in collaboration
with leading educators, and are designed to develop in students an understanding of the responsibilities of
citizenship, encourage good habits of
preparing and filing tax returns, and
equip them to prepare their own returns and assist other 'members of
their families.
Teachers need not be "tax experts"
to use "Teaching Taxes" materials,
and the course requires only from 1O
to 16 hours. It is an excellent supplement to courses in business education,
social sciences, mathematics and vocational education, according to IRS.

•

For teachers in fann areas, special
fann materials are available.
Three 16 mm movies are also available free from IRS which are ·ideally
suited for the "Teaching Taxes" program. They are "Since the Beginning
of Time" (27 minutes), '"The Inevitable Day" ( 28 minutes), and "Push
Buttons and Taxes" ( 11 min:utes) .
Prints may be obtained from your
IRS District Office.
Whether you are new to "Teaching
Taxes" or are reordering, please place
your request through your prindpal
so that he can consolidate all of the
requirements for your school. Materials will be shipped during January
1964, so your school's order must be
received by Internal Revenue Service.
by November 15, 1963.

•

If your school has not received an
order · blank (IRS Form 1742), or
more information is desired, contact
Chief; Administration Division, Internal Revenue Service, 2101 Paci.fie
Avenue, Dallas 75201, or Chief,
Training Branch, Internal Revenue'
Service, 314 West 11th Street, Austin,
Texas 78701.

In addition, he has received many
words of praise from friends and coworkers.

Dr. SandContinued from Page 6)
cation, the National League for
Nursing, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum D evelopment,
the National Council for the Social
Studies, and the Conference of College Professors of Curriculum.
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CHARTER MEMBERS AND FACULTY of the newly formed J. C.
McAdams Chapter of National Honor Society. Those shown are: (I to
r) Principal William J. McConnell, Miss G. M. Myers, Linzy Washington,
Mrs. M. B. Patrick, Era M. Brown, Mrs. M. P. Cunningham, Martha
Henderson, Mrs. R. 8. Williams, Walter Robinson, Mrs. D. M. Norman,
and Superintendent J. C. McAdams. Not shown in the picture was K. L.
Meador. The new Austin chapter was formed this year during special
ceremonies that included the installation of charter members.

J. C. McAdams
NHS Chapter Inaugurated

•·

.

.,.

The inauguration of the J. C. McAdams Chapter of the National Honor
Society was held recently in the auditorium of the Texas Blind, Deaf and
Orphan School in Austin. The ceremony was conducted by the members
of the W. B. Campbell Chapter of
Anderson High School, and Margaret
Harrold, president of the W. B.
Campbell Chapter, led the inaugural
service.
T i ~ impressive inaugural ceremony
em_2hasized to the honorees the importance of the distinction and responsibility conferred upon them.

Setting for the occasion consisted of
one lighted candle representing the
eternal light of knowledge, and four
others representing character, scholarship, leadership and service. As each
of the candles was lighted a member
of the W. B. Campbell Chapter explained its importance in the development of a well educated citizen. Following the lighting of the last candle,
the charter members repeated the
pledge of membership and received
their emblems.
The candidates were as follows:
Senior members, Walter Robinson,
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president, and Linzy V. Washington,
secretary-treasurer; sophomore provisional members, Era M. Brown and
Martha Henderson.
The charter was presented to the
president of the J. C. McAdams Chapter by Principal William J. McConnell. Carolyn L. Jones of Anderson
High School presented Guest Speaker
Betty Green, senior at Huston-Tillotson where she is president of Kappa
Xi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Mu
Honor Society. Mrs. Green gave an
inspiring explanation of the challenges
to the students of today. She explored
the avenues to achievement in our democratic country and discussed clearly the aims that each student should
try to achieve.
Toni Cleaver presented gifts to the
charter members, the speaker and Mrs.
Eunice Eeasley, who is chairman of
the Faculty Council that Sponsors the
W. B. Campbell Chapter.
The Faculty Council of the J. C.
McAdams Chapter is composed of:
Mrs. M. P. Cunningham, chairman;
K. L. Meador, Miss G. M. Myers,
Mrs. D. M. Norman, Mrs. M. B.
Patrick, and Mrs. R. B. Williams.

FRANKLIN ROBINSON

Franklin Robinson
Elected FCTA
1 st Vice President
Franklin M. Robinson, teacher m
the Fort Worth Public Schools for
the past 11 years, was elected to the
off ice of First Vice President of the
Association of Fort Worth Classroom Teachers in the concluding
business session for the 1962-63
school te rm.
Robinson, a fourth grade teacher
at the Milton L. Kirkpatrick Elementary School, was to attend the
1963 NEA convention at Detroit,
Michigan. He serves as Building
Representative, visual aids coordinators, elementary track and basketball coach and special representative
to the United Fund of Greater Tarrent County and Fort Worth.
His professional affiliations include membership in the National
Education Association, North Texas
District Teachers Association, Teachers State Association of Texas,
American Teachers Association and
the Association for Childhood Education International.
A native of Centerville, Texas, he
is married and the father of two
sons. His wife, Annie, is a member
of the faculty at Carrol Peak Elementary School. A member of the
New Bethel Baptist Church, he
serves as teacher in the Sunday
School and as a member of the choir.
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